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Introduction: 

 

The quantity of clinical understudies seeking after nervous 

system science has been steadily low , which is tricky given our 

maturing populace and the normal expansion in the 

pervasiveness of neurological conditions, for example, dementia 

and vascular illness. The lack of nervous system specialists is, 

sadly, anticipated to increment with time. It is, in this way, basic 

to investigate creative approaches to invigorate revenue in 

nervous system science among clinical understudies. Twitter, 

Instagram, and Facebook accounts were recognized (or noted as 

nonexistent) for 159 certify nervous system science offices and 

residency programs. Google searches and online media website 

explicit quests were performed. For existing pages, the date of 

creation was resolved and all posts on and after March first, 

2020, were surveyed to examine the presence of virtual open 

house promotions. Each program was additionally surveyed for 

virtual sub-entry level position and elective freedoms on the 

Visiting Student Application Service (VSAS). 

 

Objectives: To decide how nervous system science offices and 

residency programs in the United States utilized virtual 

correspondence to adjust to the COVID-19 pandemic, we 

explored the presence and utilization of web-based media pages, 

virtual effort occasions, and virtual temporary job openings. 

 

Results: A larger part of nervous system science residency 

programs (110) had a web-based media presence, especially on 

Twitter and Instagram. Most residency program Twitter and 

Instagram accounts were made after March first, 2020, and this 

was not the situation on Facebook. Twitter and Instagram were 

utilized most to promote virtual freedoms. A relationship was 

seen among presence and number of web-based media records 

and program renown. Barely any projects offered virtual 

freedoms on VSAS for the long term. 

 

Conclusions: Nervous system science residency programs 

adjusted to the COVID-19 pandemic by making residency web-

based media accounts, basically on Instagram and Twitter, and 

facilitating virtual enlightening occasions. We suggest that 

nervous system science residency candidates make proficient 

Instagram and Twitter records to connect with programs and get 

refreshes about virtual occasions. Likewise, going ahead, we 

suggest proceeded with web-based media use by nervous system 

science residency programs for candidate outreach. 


